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By Shannon DeWitt

If the products in this article could sing, they would belt out the 1985 Simple
Minds hit, “Don’t You (Forget About Me).” Society may have moved on, but our world
significantly advanced thanks to these products whether people continue to use
them or not. All of these items held their place in time. They were mainstays for
years but now have become mostly obsolete. We will cherish the time we had with
them and never forget their significant impact on our lives.

Paper Map
For over 5,000 years maps have led us on a journey—
either to an unknown location or in search of treasure.
Regardless, today we replaced the physical map with a
GPS or smartphone and our grand adventures will never be
the same.

Encyclopedia
Just the other day a door-to-door salesman sold me 26 volumes
of trees and told me I was holding my family’s future in my hands.
The Encyclopedia Britannica printed its last physical edition in
2010. Can I flip these on Facebook Marketplace?

Phonebook
Once a year you would open the front
door and almost trip on the newest
edition of the local phonebook.
Unfortunately these have gone the
way of the rotary dial telephone.

Film
I know I wasn’t the only person to watch
other people’s pictures printed at the onehour photo right? When was the last time
you remember buying film for your camera?
Where can you even get photos developed
these days? Guess I’ll never know what was on
that 20-year old roll of film in my drawer now.
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Cursive
Writing

Card Catalog
I was taught that card catalog and Dewey Decimal System

I never understood why I had to learn two

Pay Phone

different writing styles. A study of grade

Can I borrow a dime, I need to

school children in 2013 discovered that the

use the pay phone? What do you

speed of their cursive writing is the same as

mean they are all gone? How will

their print so no more cursive.

Superman change clothes now?

was a life trait we must all know. I feel so lied to, but I do
miss thumbing through all the cards.

Why not sooner?

Moviefone
Mixtape

Paper Check
The number of checks being written is
dropping by 1.8 billion a year, likely because

What time is Ghostbusters playing

most stores no longer take checks and the

at the Cinemagic? Let me check…

advent of online banking. I guess I will touch

{dials 777-FILM} This number has

my watch to the payment thingy and leave.

How do you tell that special someone

been disconnected or no longer in

you like/love them? A mixtape. How do I

service. I guess we will never know.

export this playlist to cassette tape?

Dot-Matrix
Printer
Also a cousin to the typewriter the

Typewriter
Ever wonder why your computer keyboard is not

Dot-Matrix printer used typewriter
style ribbons. Nothing said PARTY like
a banner printed on fanfold continuous

Tube TV
Did you know that the SONY KV36FV27
36” tube TV was 270lbs. I am curious
what a 55” screen would weigh if it
was a tube. And what happened to the
woodgrain? Inquiring minds want
to know.

print paper using The Print Shop.

just alphabetical? You can thank its cousin the
typewriter. The QWERTY keyboard was designed
in 1873 to put common letter pairs far apart to
reduce the chance of typewriter keys jamming and
to allow faster typing speed. Thanks, QWERTY.

Shannon DeWitt is a huge fan of all things techie
and retro. He is the co-founder and organizer of the
Southern-Fried Gaming Expo and Wayback Weekend.

Fashion Faux Pas
Looking back at family photos, we all have ones that make us hang our head in shame after seeing our fashion choices. We're
certainly products of our time, but even back then we should have known better. Surprisingly, some of our long-gone fashion
statements have made a modern resurgence, but many, many have (rightfully) been relegated to the hall of shame. Are you guilty of
sporting any of the following? Give yourself one point for each fashion faux pas and total your score to see how your former fashion
skills rank below:



















Denim-on-denim
Braided belt
Comically oversized jeans
Sweater vests
Knee-high striped socks
Multiple shades of pastels
Neon-striped bicycle shorts
Overall shorts
Tight-rolling your jeans
Scrunchie
Shoulder pads
Neon windbreakers
Cosby sweater
Slap bracelets
Hypercolor shirt
Fanny pack
Painters cap










Parachute pants
Popping your collar
Mom jeans
So. Much. Flannel.
Sweat bands
Jellies
Wallet chains
Blossom Hat

TOTAL SCORE:

SCORING
0-4 = Bodaciously funky fresh or boring space cadet, we may never know for sure.
5-9 = You obviously were a triple denim disaster.
10-14 = The fashion police have been looking for you.
15+ = What is wrong with you? Look inward.
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Beepers. Pagers. Call them what you will. In the nineties, it seemed that everyone had one. In an era before
the advent of the cell phone, it was pretty cool to be on-call, be it by your boss, your friends, or even your
parents. A pager made us feel important.
Sure, there’s a nostalgia factor to the beeper now, though it’s
not something we think all that much about or in the same
way we do other items from yesteryear. Typically, the beeper
interrupted us from doing something else. We’d be in midconversation and hear that incessant beeping, feel a gentle
vibration on the faux leather of our belts. Then we’d unclip it,
or, if you owned any of the later Motorolas, slip it out of its hard
plastic holster, and switch on the backlight to view the analog
digits behind who was paging us. And once the page or message
was received, we’d politely excuse ourselves from whatever
activity we were moments before engrossed in and use a
friend’s landline or—egad!—track down the nearest payphone,
and fish around in our change pockets for a quarter to call back
that number and find out what was up.
Even in the nineties, beepers were not a new thing. They’d
been around since the late 1950s and ‘60s, though only started
gaining widespread use by the general public in the late
eighties. My first beeper—a Motorola Bravo—came to me by way
of my older brother Walter, and I
was ecstatic. It was a show of trust
and a sign that I could take on the
added responsibilities of the family
business slinging fresh-cut French
fries, stirring up egg cream sodas,
and dishing out other carnival
comfort foods at flea markets and
street fairs across the
Tri-State area.
Looking back at the beeper, I can’t
help but view it as the gateway
drug to today’s all-access lifestyle
that many of us have adopted
either by choice or by necessity.
By accepting the beeper into our

lives, we unwittingly signed a contract that would take another
twenty years to take effect. We signed away our time. Our free
time. And with our clicking the metaphorical “I agree” saying
that it’s okay to page us, we gave the okay for our current
behavior of perpetual accessibility; of being only a phone call—
excuse me—text message away. A voice message. Chat. A DM
or TikTok. In short, we ourselves are always on, and afraid of
missing out on something (FOMO is real, people). The only time
we have any real peace of mind is when our cell phone batteries
die, and even then, we frantically forage wherever we are for a
free outlet where we can plug in and power
ourselves back up.

Are we so afraid of being switched off?
I don’t mean for this to become a meditation on whether or not
we ourselves might be living in a simulation of our own device,
but I’m trying to work my way back to a time before the beeper.
A world of busy signals and missing a call simply because you
had to be home to receive it. For many of us, the beeper was the
first notification, unless you count all the times you had to feed
your Tamagotchi or clean up its droppings. Now, we live our lives
by our notifications. It’s cool to be on-call, be it by the startup
you work for, your gaming buddies, or even your parents. A cell
phone makes us feel important.

Sound familiar?
Perhaps the biggest irony is that these days, we don’t actually
use our phones to connect with others. How many times have
we let a friend’s phone call go to voicemail? Or read a text
and didn’t respond right away? But we’re always on phones,
watching videos, playing Candy Crush, doomscrolling to no end
on Instagram or Facebook, feeling connected all the while. But
are we really connected?
Hmm. Maybe beepers weren’t so bad, after all.

J.T. TRIGONIS is a published author, professor, and born-again collector of vintage action figures, comics books, and CDs.
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By Beth Lee
TV in the 1980s was magical. Cable TV started to become popular, and by the mid-’80s, more than half of U.S. households
had it in their homes. VCRs were being mass marketed, and people could now enjoy watching their favorite movies at
home. With all the totally tubular ways to consume entertainment, it’s hard to believe there was anything bad about it.
And yet, there is lingering proof that not all television moments were created equally. Here are the top 8 cringeworthy
moments from 1980s television that we would like to forget but can’t:

David Hasselhoff and the Berlin Wall
David Hasselhoff began the ‘80s as Michael Knight of Knight Rider
fame. He ended the decade as Mitch Buchannon, the lifeguard
of lifeguards on Baywatch. He was a beloved actor in the United
States, but his acting isn’t why he made this list. In November of
1989 the removal of the Berlin Wall began. The world celebrated
as East and West Germany united, and the end of the Cold War
officially ended. What many in the United States didn’t know
was that David Hasselhoff was a huge rock star in Germany and
Austria, with several albums released in the late 1980s.
Hasselhoff was invited to sing his hit song “Looking for
Freedom” on ZDF TV’s live televised New Year’s Eve special at the
Brandenberg Gate in Berlin. Hasselhoff, in a brown leather jacket
and keyboard scarf, mouths “Unbelievable” to the 5,000-member
crowd gathered to watch him sing. After the hosts asks
Hasselhoff why he chose this spot to sing, Hasselhoff says, “A
year ago we sang ‘Looking for Freedom’ and it was a dream.’”
Then, he turns on blinking lights on his jacket and happily croons
his hit song. One doesn’t necessarily need to be a great singer to
be a rock star. Hasselhoff’s rock star persona still endures, with
a tour of Austria, Germany, and Switzerland as recently as 2019.

Rob Lowe and Snow White Sing a Duet
Ah, the Academy Awards awards. It’s a night with our
favorite actors dripping in designer gowns and suits,
celebrating themselves and their achievements while we
watch them from our homes. Even in the 1980s, people
had Oscar parties to see who wore what. The pomp. The
circumstance. The time that Rob Lowe hosted the 61st
Academy Awards in 1989. Movies such as Rain Main (which
won best picture), The Accused, and Dangerous Liaisons
were all up for awards. And for some reason, Snow White
was also invited to entertain for a segment of the show.
She introduced a montage of song and dance. During the
montage, Rob Lowe is introduced as the host. Both “Snow”
as she’s referred to and Lowe are handed microphones
from a silver platter. Together they sing a bizarre song to
the tune of Proud Mary, and even for the ‘80s, the moment
is odd (and slightly off-key). Decades later, the New York
Daily News dubbed that duet “Oscars Lowest moment ever.”
Fortunately, it did little to ruin Lowe’s career, which is still
on fire today.
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BY MARC PATERSON

Modern Marvel is a global media superpower. It has transformed its comic book characters into
mainstream household names. The subculture is now common culture. It wasn’t always this way.
They say you have to crack a few eggs to make an omelette, and Marvel bred enough turkeys
over the years to lay those eggs. Retrofied takes a deep dive into the three decades when this
comic book company’s output was a patchwork of many duds and occasional dynamite.

The ‘70s
Back in the day, kids must either have had far longer attention
spans, or we just played with our Star Wars figures during the
boring bits. 1977’s The Amazing Spider Man looks and feels like a
painfully slow episode of Dragnet. There’s loads of crime, but not
a lot of crime fighting. Spidey isn’t the dynamic, web-swinging
smartass of the cartoon. He’s more like a startled cat burglar.
You’d think that a fight between the wall crawler and three Kendo
warriors would be the highlight of the movie, but it’s more boring
than staring at a mirror, watching your own nose hair grow. And
Stan Lee agrees:
“With Spider-Man [the TV show] I felt that the people who did the
live-action series left out the very elements that made the comic
book popular.”
Unlike The Amazing Spider Man, which was cancelled after 13
episodes, The Incredible Hulk (1978) by comparison was a huge
hit. Sure, it looks a little cheesy and mawkish now but it did
well enough to spawn a TV series that ran for 80 episodes, and
produced two made-for-TV feature length sequels. What did it
do right? Well, executive producer Kenneth Johnson said this:

“There was a titLe carD tHat I put
at tHe beginNinG of tHe pilot,
wHicH saId, ‘witHin eAcH of us, ofT
times, dWelLs a migHty
anD raginG fury’”
The Incredible Hulk tapped into something that everyone
can relate to: anger. The Hulk was a cathartic release for its
audience, who would love to have smashed things when the
world made them crazy.
Johnson wasn’t all that keen on adapting the material: “I just
don’t connect to people in spandex and primary colors”. But he
had been reading Victor Hugo’s Les Miserablés and came upon
the idea of a hunted fugitive on the run. He wanted the show to
be entrenched in the real world, a psychological drama that just
so happened to feature a giant, green monster.
If The Incredible Hulk was a downbeat drama about the dark rage
deeply embedded within mankind, Captain America (1979) was
what would happen if Evel Knievel became a motorcycle cop.
Rod Holcomb plays Steve Rogers, an ex-marine turned artist (a
bit like Bob Ross). After his father is murdered and he himself is
near-fatally injured, he receives a “super steroid” that saves his
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life and gives him super strength. Like a lot of the other Marvel
movies and shows of the ‘70s, it leaves most of the lore of the
comics out, instead favouring run-of-the-mill crime fighting with
the odd super power moment thrown in to please the kids.
Speaking of run-of-the-mill, someone I never thought I’d say
that about is Dr. Steven Strange. But in the seventies, no matter
how amazing a superhero is, they somehow found a way to make
them less interesting than a prison diet.
Dr. Strange (1977) never made it across the pond to the UK so it
must have been dismal. The few scenes I’ve been able to see
look laughably bad. The premise seems to be a weird, mystical
take on Quincy, M.E. The special FX are equal to those of classic
Doctor Who—that’s not a compliment. The great Peter Hooten,
who’s known for the original Inglorious Bastards (1978) and Orca
(1977) plays Steven Strange. Naturally, since it’s the seventies,
his costume makes him look like Ron Burgundy at a Turkish
disco. Speaking of which…
If we dare to steal Dr. Strange’s time stone for a moment then
we can travel back to the daddy of
terrible ‘70s Marvel adaptations.
Yes, it’s the Hollywood of ripoffs and remakes…Turkey!
1973’s 3 Dev Adam (Three Mighty
Men aka: Turkish Spider Man) isn’t
an official Marvel movie so we’ll not
spend too much time on it but,
boy, is it nuts. Be warned, this
movie opens with a horrific
beheading by means of a
boat propeller.
SpiderMan has
become
a crazed, knife wielding serial killer
in red and blue pyjamas. Captain
America has to travel to Istanbul in
order to take on “Spider” and his
violent gang of counterfeiters.
If you can believe it, there are
actually some good things to
say about this nonsensical fever
dream of a film. The fight scenes
are energetic and fun, much more
so than the 1977 TV movie. If you
love Adam West’s Batman, you’ll
enjoy these for their cartoonish
excess.
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By Anthony Karcz

Since we began telling each other stories, we’ve regaled ourselves with tales of the road less traveled, the paths not taken, and the
dark possibilities that lurk behind every decision. After all, who doesn’t enjoy the dark thrill of a hero who gives in to temptation or a
criminal with a conscience?
Genre fiction has taken this a step further and given us tale after tale of, not just conflicted characters, but familiar characters bent
into twisted alternate versions of themselves. Every evil twin and mirror universe represents a decision (or two or three) that the
characters would rather forget, the ones that keep them up at night.
Belloq taunting Indiana Jones with “I’m just a dark version of yourself” hits home so hard because Indy knows it’s true. The
compromised treasure hunter grinning at him across the table represents every impulse he ever ignored, every decision made for
the moral high ground.
It’s only when faced with everything that we struggle to ignore that we discover what really makes us us.

YOU MAY FIND YOURSELF,
LIVING IN AN ALTERNATE UNIVERSE
Star Trek: The Original Series (TOS) gives us what’s possibly the
most iconic example of evil clones in all of genre fiction. The
Season 2 episode “Mirror, Mirror” introduced a parallel reality
where the Federation was, instead, the Empire. Its officers
rule with fear and pain, its underlings constantly scheme to
get ahead and overthrow those above them. “Peace through
superior firepower” isn’t just an axiom, it’s page one of the
Empire’s handbook.
While we get tantalizingly little of Mirror Kirk (except for the
not-so-shocking revelation that “evil” for Kirk involves exposed
pecs) we do get an absolutely brilliant performance by Leonard
Nemoy as Mirror Spock, evil goatee and all.

Everything we know about Star Trek:TOS gets turned on its
head. Spock no longer boggles at the emotional reactions of
his crewmates but wields pain and destruction with cold logic
to advance the Empire’s goals. But even as he coolly hands
out orders to raze planets and kill crewmen, there’s constant
jockeying for advantage (Spock immediately moves to take over
the Enterprise once he realizes something’s wrong with Kirk).
It’s only as Kirk escapes back to his own universe that we get a
glimmer of hope, as the captain is able to appeal to his twisted
first officer, offering him an alternative to ruling through
fear and pain.
Star Trek returns to the Mirror universe again and again. After
all, once a power-hungry Empire finds there are other universes
ripe for conquest, it’s hard to resist. But the true appeal of
“Mirror, Mirror” isn’t just in reveling in the dark morality of
characters we know, but seeing how they react when shown
there’s another, lighter path.

MY PROGRAMMING
DOES NOT INCLUDE LOVE
Parallel universes give us a glimpse of “nature vs. nurture” but
what if your clone was specifically made to be bad?
Bill and Ted’s Bogus Journey gives us two of the best examples
of robot clones. Evil Bill and Ted look exactly like their
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counterparts, they can even ape their mannerisms and tone.
But instead of being naive and genuine, they’re made to be
calculating and cruel. They’re so good at their mission they
actually kill their counterparts (they get better) and nearly
succeed in tearing down everything they hold dear. It’s only
through the intervention of good robot clones of Bill and Ted
that the day is saved.
Or take the example of Faker from Masters of the Universe. Or…
maybe don’t. The fact that a blue He-Man was able to convince
anyone, for any amount of time, that he was the real thing
speaks more to the sub-par Eternian education system than
anything else.
Robot clones don’t often give quite the thrill (because we know
it’s programming, not the conflicted decisions of our main
characters) but it’s still fun to see familiar faces acting badly (or
just ineptly).

ALL THESE MOMENTS ARE LOST IN TIME
But what if you didn’t need a parallel universe or clone to
realize an alternate version of yourself? Enter time travel!
Biff Tannen of Back to the Future fame is probably the most
successful character of the entire series (well, before his welldeserved end). He’s upgraded from high school bully to wealthy,
politically ambitious billionaire when his sniveling “real” future
counterpart brings a sports book from the future to his past
self. Where Doc Brown chided Marty for using future knowledge
to bring him current wealth, Biff had no such moral quandaries,
instead creating an empire.
As opposed to the mollified Biff we saw at the end of the first
movie, Rich Biff is just as cruel as his high school counterpart.
With the benefit of an ill-gotten fortune and fawning lackies
of his own, he is free to scheme and relish in a world where
he’s allowed to be the worst version of himself. Thankfully, his
predilection for cruelty and petty nature lead to a satisfying
demise, before the entire thing is
undone by Marty, who intercepts
the sports book before it can ever
fall into Biff’s hands (the BTTF
timeline must look like a bowl of
spaghetti). Rich Biff, then,
is a cautionary tale about
being unable to escape
our demons.

TWO GREAT TASTES
In Knight Rider,
Rider Garthe Knight and K.A.R.R. gives us the best of
both worlds: an evil twin and a robot clone!
Except both Garthe and K.A.R.R. are the originals in this case.
Stick with me here. Michael Knight was actually a persona
created by Knight Industries, who was given plastic surgery
so that he looked like Garthe Knight, the disappointment of
a son who was serving time in an African prison. Thankfully,
Garthe sports the ubiquitous evil goatee so it’s easy to tell them
apart. Garthe, understandably, resented all the white knighting
Michael had done while wearing his face.
K.A.R.R. was the prototype for what would become K.I.T.T.,
except with a directive of self-preservation rather than
protection of humanity. He was mothballed almost immediately
after it became clear that K.A.R.R. had no problem with taking
out a few squishy humans if it meant he got to ride away
unscathed. Between his selfishness and lack of real-world
experience, he’s an easy mark for Garthe, who enlists K.A.R.R.’s
help to exact his revenge.
There’s no deeper meaning from this pair. Garthe was an excuse
for Hasselhoff to chew even more scenery (he played both
parts, of course) and we get the cheap thrill of seeing equallymatched, but fundamentally flawed counterparts to our heroes.
Plus, we got Peter Cullen voicing K.A.R.R. I’ll take an Optimus
Prime versus K.I.T.T. showdown any day of the week.

Anthony Karcz is a pop culture, sci-fi, and fantasy junkie with
an affinity for ’80s cartoons. When he isn’t dispensing (mostly
sound) technological advice on the Forbes.com Innovation
page, you can find Anthony on The Roarbots. His first novel,
Nightingale, can be found on Amazon.
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